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About This Game

Description

Infinitely up 3 - this is a physical puzzle, where you have to build a tower higher and higher from randomly issued figures. The
difficulty lies in the fact that the figures possess physics and if you incorrectly put the figure and it falls down, then you lose.
Some shapes are very versatile and often help, and some only get in the way, so try to be smart about building. How high will

you build the tower?

Features:

- Interesting and addictive gameplay

- A variety of shapes

- Pleasant music

- Minimalistic style
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Title: Infinitely up 3
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Kleo Landena
Publisher:
Kleo Landena
Franchise:
infinitely up
Release Date: 30 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English
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Not going to lie, I downloaded the demo because this looked like a great game to make fun of. Well the jokes on me I had a lot
of fun playing so I bought it and now I'm hooked.. I've only had this game for a short time and I'm already addicted. The only
problem is that I don't know how to access the DLC I bought. Anyone else know how to?

Please and thank you!. Very nice soundtrack, it's so inviting and just overall nice to listen to.
Even though the game only has three songs, it's still well worth the price of only $0.99.
I like to listen to it when I'm doing simple things like browsing the web, it makes great background music for nearly anything!.
Game is short but pretty balanced. You have to play multiple times to aquire crowns to buy new skills and abilities. This is a
turret defense game, so the goal is to master the map on every difficulty and get all the achievements. $5.00 for a game than
give me 10 hours of entertainment is fine with me.

Game could have more skills and maps but I'm not about to chase off a TD developer that shows promise. The genre already has
so few that know how to make a non \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game.. Oh my God!!! I'm terrified! Play was
fearfully! If you have a weak heart, you should not play this game. But anyone who wants to tickle nerves definitely must
playing!. Well made, but the novelty wears off sometime through the second round or so.
Pretty much unavoidable due to the game genre, I suppose.

"But you got eight hours of play out of it!"
Yeah no, I did let the game run until I got all the cards though.. This is quite possibly the WORST mystery game I've ever
played.
Before you say anything about my short play time, I originally downloaded the game from itch.io. I played through every
ending. Upon realizing this game was on Steam, I played long enough with a copy of the game on here that Steam would let me
write a review.
I'm not entirely sure if this is meant to be a horror game. If so, it fails. If it is meant to have a creepy atmosphere, it fails. Viva
Pinata, an adorable game, has creepier moments than Who Is Mike. Cute dating sims have better ren.py menu customaziation.
The dialouge does not create a dark atomosphere. The mock-anime art style and expressions are laughable.
To potential players, if you are looking for a dark, creepy mystery, don't play this game. If you want to laugh at a game that fails
at what it is trying to do, go ahead and play Who Is Mike.
To the devolopers, I understand that you did try. The art shows effort. However, I reccommend harder lines, and moving away
from the anime-type expressions. The dialouge needs to be darker. The 4th ending made me check if this was a PARODY of
horror games. I understand this is supposed to have comedy elements, but the dialouge is so torn between genres, every joke and
every creepy moment falls flat. While I'm no expert at ren.py myself, I know how customizable the menus and dialogue boxes
are. There's several potential ways to have a cool looking menu, such as making it look like broken or shattered glass. I also
reccomend chosing a genre, creepy mystery or comedy mystery.  There's a lot more potential with the player as the fake Mike. 
I'm sure the devolopers can make a better game than this. While I'm angry in this review, I'm sure you worked hard, but I'm sure
you can make a better game.. Nice hidden object game. Different then the majority, good humor, good puzzles.
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I didn't really like it. At first it really seemed cool, I guess I was expecting something else and it didn't quite meet that
expectation I had perceived.. Delivers on what it promises. While I personally can't give less of a damn about challenge modes
in games, I see how that can be appealing to some people, especially with the combat system having quite a lot of deph (if you're
in for the challenge).. Flash games much like this exist for free, anyway Got about halfway through till I was completely bored
with it. I somewhat enjoyed the conquest by numbers, however theres a mechanic that completely ruined the experience for me.
It's called the morality system.

Basically if you successfully defend or upgrade some buildings your morality goes up. When it increases, troops defend
buildings better and become stronger. The main problem with this is that it punishes players who attack first and can expand
faster. You're forced to attack second if you want a gaurenteed victory. You wait until the enemy attacks, get your moral
boosted than go on offense and steal a building and repeat.

Scenarios take forever because you just wait and wait and wait for the enemy to make a move, you have to wait for the enemy
moral to go down, you have to wait until your troops fill back up. And it ultimatly becomes a waiting game. It's a decent game,
not worth $11.

Also theres no one to play multiplayer with.. It is an alright game. could deffinetly be more exciting. Like if things broke on the
game actually show them broken. maybe have a stove fire. a bed bug infestaion. instead of just somethings broken, and theres a
red light over it. I would also like to be able to interact with characters around town, and in the houses I own. They could tell me
what they need. like if rent is to high, or if it is a steal. The ability to add on things to the building to bring up rent. like a new
room, a pool, a backyard. Pets. If someone wants a pet they have to pay a fee. Also my landlord is so boring. Not stlish at all. I
want them to wear a fancy dress. lol! I hope you make this game better because it is really bare bones to me. My roommate told
me I should get into game design. He himself has worked on video games. Thank you!. Loving the game so far made a real
effort with this.

Ep.1 be up soon if you guys are interested.

https://youtu.be/jgVA1f7rHZI
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